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Pink Floyd 2023-10-24 pink floyd behind the wall is a
comprehensive history of the legendary band featuring photos
album covers and posters as well as insight into their iconic
songs and albums
Pink Floyd All the Songs 2017-10-24 the newest addition to the
best selling all the songs series details the unique recording
history of pink floyd one of the world s most commercially
successful and influential rock bands since 1965 pink floyd been
recording sonically experimental and philosophical music selling
more than 250 million records worldwide including two of the
best selling albums of all time dark side of the moon and the wall
while much is known about this iconic group few books provide a
comprehensive history of their time in the studio in pink floyd all
the songs authors margotin and guesdon describe the origin of
their nearly 200 released songs details from the recording studio
what instruments were used and behind the scenes stories of the
tensions that helped drive the band organized chronologically by
album this massive 544 page hardcover begins with their 1967
debut album the piper at the gates of dawn the only one
recorded under founding member syd barrett s leadership
through the loss of barrett and the addition of david gilmour to
richard wright leaving the band in 1979 but returning to roger
waters leaving in 1985 and the albums recorded since his
departure including their 2014 farewell album the endless river
which was downloaded 12 million times on spotify the week it
was released packed with more than 500 photos all the songs is
also filled with stories fans treasure such as waters working with
engineer alan parsons to employ revolutionary recording
techniques for the dark side of the moon at abbey road studios in
1972 or producer bob s ezrin s contribution in refining water s
original sprawling vision for the wall
Pink Floyd 2013 to some he is the face behind classic pink floyd
to others he is the temperament behind some of the greatest
albums of the rock era and to others still he is one of the most
original songwriters of a generation that overflows with notable
talent to all he is an enigma a rock star who not only eschewed
stardom but also spent much of his career railing against it but
to call roger waters a mass of contradictions is simply taking the
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easy way out he is so much more than that roger waters the man
behind the wall is the first full biography of the author of the
dark side of the moon wish you were here and of course the wall
it traces his life from war torn suburbia to the multitude of wars
he has fought since then with his bandmates with his audience
and most of all with himself packed with insight and exclusive
interviews with friends and associates roger waters the man
behind the wall dismantles the wall brick by brick revealing the
man who built it in all his glory
Roger Waters 2013-08-01 this history of pink floyd highlights
the band s career and cultural impact readers learn about pink
floyd s beginnings as a british r b band their turn to psychedelic
rock and the creation of iconic albums engaging text historic
photographs and sidebars bring the story to life features include
a timeline glossary websites source notes and an index aligned to
common core standards and correlated to state standards
essential library is an imprint of abdo publishing a division of
abdo
Pink Floyd 2021-08-01 the definitive story of pink floyd from the
inside out is told by the only consistent member of the band
through its entire 40 year history nick mason has witnessed
every twist turn and sommersault from behind his drum kit
Inside Out 2005-03-17 pink floyd s the wall is one of the most
iconic and imaginative albums in the history of rock music
spawning one of the most ambitious stage show productions ever
conceived and a film that instantly became a cult classic all three
were created in close collaboration with renowned cartoonist and
illustrator gerald scarfe here for the first time scarfe shares his
experiences with the band and reveals the inside story behind
the wall s development in the studio on the stage in front of the
camera and for the 2010 tour beautifully illustrated the making
of pink floyd the wall contains hundreds of unseen photos as well
as exclusive interviews with roger waters david gilmour nick
mason and more the result is a book waters calls brilliant and
absolutely amazing
The Making of Pink Floyd: The Wall 2010-09-28 pink floyd s the
dark side of the moon 1973 is one of the most acclaimed albums
of all time a stunning exploration of madness death anxiety and
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alienation it remained on the billboard charts for 724 weeks the
longest consecutive run for an lp ever and has sold 30 million
copies worldwide it still sells some quarter million copies every
year besides being perhaps rock s most fully realized and elegant
concept album the dark side of the moon was among the most
technically advanced records of its time perfectly blending studio
wizardry and fearless innovation the rich story behind the dark
side of the moon is now skillfully illuminated by acclaimed
journalist john harris s exploration of the album s many secrets
and the band s fractured history including the mental collapse of
group founder syd barrett drawing on original interviews with
bassist and chief lyricist roger waters guitarist dave gilmour
drummer nick mason keyboardist richard wright and the album s
supporting cast the dark side of the moon is a must have for the
millions of devoted fans looking for the definitive story of one of
the most timeless compelling and mysterious albums ever made
The Dark Side of the Moon 2006-08-22 the routledge handbook
of pink floyd is intended for scholars and researchers of popular
music as well as music industry professionals and fans of the
band it brings together international researchers to assess
evaluate and reformulate approaches to the critical study and
interpretation of one of the world s most important and
successful bands for the first time this handbook will tear down
the wall examining the band s collective artistic creations and
the influence of social technological commercial and political
environments over several decades on their work divided into
five parts the book provides a thoroughly contextualised
overview of the musical works of pink floyd including coverage of
performance and sound media reception and fandom genre
periods of pink floyd s work and aesthetics and subjectivity
drawing on art design performance culture and counterculture
emergent theoretical resources and analytical frames are
evaluated and discussed from across the social sciences
humanities and creative arts the handbook is intended for
scholars and researchers of popular music as well as music
industry professionals it will appeal across a range of related
subjects from music production to cultural studies and media
communication studies
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The Routledge Handbook of Pink Floyd 2022-09-20 the
endurance of pink floyd s the dark side of the moon on the
billboard top 100 chart is legendary and its continuing sales and
ongoing radio airplay ensure its inclusion on almost every
conceivable list of rock s greatest albums this collection of essays
provides indispensable studies of the monumental 1973 album
from a variety of musical cultural literary and social perspectives
the development and change of the songs is considered closely
from the earliest recordings through to the live filmed
performance at london s earls court in 1994 the band became
almost synonymous with audio visual innovations and the
performances of the album at live shows were spectacular
moments of mass culture although roger waters himself spoke
out against such mass spectacles the band s stage performances
of the album serve to illustrate the multifaceted and complicated
relationship between modern culture and technology the album
is therefore placed within the context of developments in late
1960s early 1970s popular music with particular focus on the use
of a variety of segues between tracks which give the album a
multidimensional unity that is lacking in pink floyd s later
concept albums beginning with breathe and culminating in
eclipse a tonal and motivic coherence unifies the structure of this
modern song cycle the album is also considered in the light of
modern day tribute bands with a discussion of the social groups
who have the strongest response to the music being elaborated
alongside the status of mediated representations and their
relation to the real pink floyd
'Speak to Me': The Legacy of Pink Floyd's The Dark Side of the
Moon 2017-10-03 signature licks guitar explore the epic works of
space rock pioneers pink floyd with this instructional book you ll
learn the details behind the songs another brick in the wall part
2 comfortably numb hey you wish you were here and more
classics audio files for all examples are available for online
streaming or download with the custom code in each book
Pink Floyd - Guitar Signature Licks 2015-04-01 by the end of
1934 melvin purvis was besides president roosevelt the most
famous man in america just thirty one years old he presided over
the neophyte fbi s remarkable sweep of the great public enemies
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of the american depression john dillinger pretty boy floyd baby
face nelson america finally had its hero in the war on crime and
the face of all the conquering g men belonged to melvin purvis
yet these triumphs sowed the seeds of his eventual ruin with
each new capture each new headline touting purvis as the
scourge of gangsters one man s implacable resentment grew j
edgar hoover director of the fbi was immensely jealous of the
agent who had been his friend and protege and vowed that
melvin purvis would be brought down a vendetta began that
would not end even with purvis s death for more than three
decades hoover trampled purvis s reputation questioned his
courage and competence and tried to erase his name from all
records of the fbi s greatest triumphs alston purvis is melvin s
only surviving son with the benefit of a unique family archive of
documents new testimony from colleagues and friends of melvin
purvis and witnesses to the events of 1934 he has produced a
grippingly authentic new telling of the gangster era seen from
the perspective of the pursuers by finally setting the record
straight about his father he sheds new light on what some might
call hoover s original sin a personal vendetta that is one of the
earliest and clearest examples of hoover s bitter destructive
paranoia
The Vendett 2010-05 comfortably numb a history of the wall pink
floyd 1978 1981 is an inside look at one of the most unusual rock
and roll stories of all time the wall is the tale of a rock star pink
and his battle to cope in a world filled with tragedy and hardship
unable to deal with reality pink isolates himself by creating a
psychological wall between himself and the world that has
caused him so much pain but even pink cannot escape from the
forces that surround him he is forced to confront his fears and
tear down his wall the wall is certainly one of the most intriguing
rock concept pieces ever written conceived by roger waters and
released as an album in 1979 by pink floyd the wall is the best
selling double album of all time it also spawned the number 1
single another brick in the wall part 2 but the wall became more
than a best selling album it was developed into an elaborate
stage presentation which in 1980 and 1981 thrilled audiences by
combining superb musical performances by pink floyd with a
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theatrical presentation that featured giant puppets animation
and a giant wall across the stage pink s story amazed audiences
who witnessed first hand the building of the wall pink s isolation
behind the wall and at the end of the show the destruction of the
wall as it crumbled before their very eyes the wall stage shows
have become legendary and to this day remain one of the most
amazing stage spectacles ever presented by a rock band every
aspect of the wall is examined in this book in detail including the
wall story it s recording history the pink floyd album the
development of the stage show insights into how it was staged
and a look back at every single performance of the wall
throughout the world to compliment the text this book is lavishly
illustrated with over 400 pictures from the wall era including
numerous rare and previously unpublished photos from the
personal collections of the people who were involved in creating
the wall album and stage shows as well as hundreds of pieces of
wall memorabilia from the pink floyd archives collection no other
book has covered the inside details of rock s conceptual
masterpiece both in story and pictures in the way that this book
does fans of pink floyd contemporary music and rock roll theater
will find this a truly unique and fascinating book
Comfortably Numb 2006-01-01 jim and nick and ron three
young men who work for the u s postal service seem to be an
unlikely trio to be chosen as god s emissaries for a special
mission but when it becomes evident that they fit the criteria of
prophecy written thousands of years ago they are quickly thrust
into doing what they must to fulfill that prophecy as their story
unravels the three men and the people they come in contact with
are caught up in a series of climactic events that once started
cannot be stopped
Seeds of Tribulation 2000-11-13 the lives of three friends are
forever changed when they decide to abandon their dreams of
starting a legitimate business and become involved with the
criminal underworld impaired by overindulgences in sex drugs
and alcohol they pursue a dangerous existence in furtherance of
their criminal enterprise havoc ensues as their lives spiral out of
control murder becomes the means by which bad business is
settled and the three friends become the ruthless killers of
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anyone who stands in the way of their ill conceived paths to
success as they accumulate wealth on the fast track to becoming
rich they become targets of opportunity for any criminal element
who becomes aware of their success now in addition to
advancing their own criminal ambitions the three friends must
also focus on protecting their ill gotten gains as well as their own
lives in doing so they become more vicious and cunning than
anyone including themselves ever thought possible murder rains
down upon their enemies like a late summer afternoon
thunderstorm in the south carolina low country killing becomes a
way of life and the more they venture into the domain of
criminality the easier it becomes it s no surprise when the three
friends find that their exploits have attracted the attention of
local state and federal authorities who have formed a task force
aimed at taking them down but the end results are far worse
than anyone could have imagined in some way or another the
three friends and their adversaries all suffer wretchedly for some
it is an ordeal that drives them into insanity others die quickly
while the most ill fated suffer deaths in the most horrific ways
possible but in the end everyone gets what they deserve well
maybe not everyone it s a cruel world out there for some folks
anyway
The Whisper of Reason 2018-05-31 hugely entertaining history
mojo between the late 60s and early 80s design house hipgnosis
created some of the most iconic and ubiquitous album artwork of
all time their original lifespan coincided with the golden age of
the 12 inch lp beginning just as the beatles sgt pepper made the
record sleeve the ultimate blank canvas and ending just as new
technology looked set to usurp vinyl having originally been
approached to design an album cover for their friends pink floyd
students aubrey po powell and storm thorgerson would go on to
define the visual identity of rock and roll for the next fifteen
years swiftly gaining international prominence for their famed
the dark side of the moon artwork this paved the way for other
major musicians to set foot in the surreal photo design world of
storm and po resulting in seminal hipgnosis creations for the
likes of led zeppelin paul mccartney genesis black sabbath elo
and yes in this authorised account with access to previously
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unpublished material and exclusive contributions from david
gilmour jimmy page peter gabriel roger waters robert plant and
even aubrey powell himself mark blake goes behind the scenes of
the hipgnosis partnership to reveal the pioneering ambition and
grand vision that led to their success as well as the clashing egos
and artistic differences that undermined it the hipgnosis story
also offers hitherto untold insight into some of music s most
legendary bands as viewed through the prism of the people who
shaped their imagery and cultural legacy with the work of
hipgnosis continuing to be referenced reproduced and revered
worldwide us and them serves as a celebration a cautionary tale
and a compelling human drama exploring the vital intersection
between art and music
Us and Them: The Authorised Story of Hipgnosis 2023-02-02 nat
stonebridge is a thirtyish divorcee who because of her sexy good
looks and incorruptible disregard for convention has stayed in
trouble most of her life stranded at home in philippi a small town
in the mississippi delta after a divorce from her well to do
husband she is broke bored and unconcerned for anyone except
herself looking for excitement she becomes involved with floyd
shotwell the strange solitary son of a rich and ruthless
businessman by turns ironic and funny and threatening as the
raw land in which it takes place the couple s story moves toward
a violent climax in which not only nat s physical safety but the
financial security of her family are at stake douglas explores the
theme of moral commitment as nat is confronted with a decision
a sacrifice which she knows will earn her only contempt in turn
her friend the gentle and reflective wilburn griffith is forced to
face the obsessive shotwell with a weapon he abhors
Where the Dreams Cross 2012-09-04 the time frame is june
through september of 1863 the characters were real people the
story follows the lives of five men who defended their homeland
in america s most costly war the novel is set in northwest georgia
a heavily researched book about brave people making their way
through impossible circumstances and about families torn apart
their lives were not easy and this event made life unbearable and
impossible to stay in their homes the main character spillbsy
dyer at thirty five had to remain faithful in his duty as an officer
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and resist the temptation to desert the army knowing his nearby
family was in harm s way other characters were part of a mass
movement by rail of troops stationed in richmond virginia and
transported to northern georgia they were among the ones who
historian mary chesnut wrote about when she recorded at
kingsville n c i caught a glimpse of our army god bless these
brave fellows not one man intoxicated not one rude word did i
hear it was a strange sight miles of platform cars soldiers rolled
in their blankets lying in rows heads covered and fast asleep in
their gray blankets packed in regular order they looked like
swathed mummies all these fine fellows going to kill or be killed
why these men were part of the 132 000 soldiers who descended
on the farm land of northwestern georgia from all areas of this
young country in the drought ridden summer of 1863
The Texas Criminal Reports 1886 robert e lee is regarded as a
brilliant military commander and also for his inspiring
achievements on behalf of the new nation in the five years after
the civil war robert e lee a reference guide to his life and works
is an historical reference of lee and his achievements
Generation Of Warriors 2007-06-06 exploring the structural
causes and consequences of inequalities based on a person s
race class and gender poverty racism and sexism the reality of
oppression in america concentrates on this formidable set of
disadvantages demonstrating how americans are adversely
affected by just one or a combination of three social factors
grounded in sociological thought the text highlights unfolding
stories about major social inequalities and relentless campaigns
for people s rights weaving together such concepts as
individualism social reproduction social class and
intersectionality the book provides a framework for readers to
understand the vast injustices these groups encounter where and
why they originated and why they continue to endure poverty
racism and sexism is a compact versatile volume which will prove
an invaluable resource for those studying social inequality social
problems social stratification contemporary american society
social change urban sociology and poverty and inequality
Robert E. Lee 2018-12-15 carl janaway the smartest bandit of the
cookson hills last surviving bank robber of the 1930 s builder of
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getaway cars for pretty boy floyd nursemaid to al capone in
alcatraz prison by gary d courtney the life times and character of
one of the most elusive gangsters of the 1930 s era who survived
by going straight after prison and becoming an upstanding
citizen based upon the author s month long museum exhibit of
carl janaway s possessions and story which filled the john vaughn
library lobby at northeastern state university famous sheriff
grover bishop who killed more men 17 than wyatt earp chased
carl janaway over 3 000 miles and couldn t catch him carl s wife
was also a bank robber called the blonde bandit of rough and
rowdy vian oklahoma janaway spent time in alcatraz prison with
some of the deadliest gangsters of the time
Poverty, Racism, and Sexism 2021-05-03 in dirty thirties
london ontario mary mabel mctavish resurrects a dead boy
becomes famous as the miracle maid and gets involved with
william randolph hearst and the movie business in hollywood
The War of the Rebellion 1882 virginia woolf was one of the
foremost authors of the twentieth century whose ground
breaking novels and essays had a profound impact on modernist
literature for the first time in publishing history delphi classics is
proud to present woolf s complete works in a single edition the
ebook is complemented with numerous illustrations rare texts
appearing in digital print for the first time informative
introductions and the usual delphi bonus material version 10
beautifully illustrated with images relating to woolf s life and
works concise introductions to the novels and other texts all 10
novels with individual contents tables images of how the books
were first printed giving your ereader a taste of the original texts
excellent formatting of the texts special chronological and
alphabetical contents tables for the short stories and essays the
rare play penned by woolf appearing in no other collection easily
locate the essays or short stories you want to read includes woolf
s memoirs and diary spend hours exploring the author s literary
life scholarly ordering of texts into chronological order and
literary genres updated with contemporary writers rare stories
and essays contents the novels the voyage out 1915 night and
day 1919 jacob s room 1922 mrs dalloway 1925 to the lighthouse
1927 orlando 1928 the waves 1931 flush 1933 the years 1937
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between the acts 1941 the short stories the short stories of
virginia woolf the play freshwater 1923 the non fiction the
common reader first series 1925 a room of one s own 1929 on
being ill 1930 london essays 1931 the common reader second
series 1932 walter sickert a conversation 1934 three guineas
1938 roger fry a biography 1940 the death of the moth and other
essays 1942 the moment and other essays 1947 the captain s
death bed and other essays 1950 granite and rainbow 1953
contemporary writers 1965 books and portraits 1978 women and
writing 1979 miscellaneous essays the essays list of essays and
reviews in chronological order list of essays and reviews in
alphabetical order the memoirs writer s diary 1953 moments of
being 1976
House documents 1889 the true story of a deadly feud in new
england s north country
Carl Janaway - Smartest Bandit of the Cookson Hills 2008 this is
the most authoritative and comprehensive reference work on the
full range of guitar designs and playing styles ever produced an
info packed and intricately detailed illustrated glossary that
helps you talk guitar with authority taking you all the way from
deciding which instrument is best for you and your music to
learning the essential techniques in ten of the most popular
guitar styles and maximizing the potential of your guitar effects
and amplifier this book is a one stop fast track to fluency in all
aspects of the most influential icon in the history of popular
music in this book the world s leading specialists tell you what
ingredients go into a vast range of guitars and amplifiers to make
them sound the way that they do coach you on making the most
of your instruments effects and amps tutor you in the essential
playing skills of genres from rock to jazz to classical and
everything in between contributors include dave hunter tony
bacon robert benedetto dave burrluck walter carter dough
chandler paul day james stevenson kari bannerman david braid
carl filipiak nestor garcia martin goulding lee hodgson max
milligan and rikky rooksby
The Resurrection of Mary Mabel McTavish 2014-03-24 by the
end of 1968 the beatles were far too busy squabbling with each
other while the stones had simply stopped making music english
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rock was coming to an end all the mad men tells the story of six
stars that travelled to edge of sanity in the years following the
summer of love pete townshend ray davies peter green syd
barrett nick drake and david bowie the book charts how they
made some of the most seminal rock music ever recorded pink
moon ziggy stardust quadrophenia dark side of the moon
muswell hillbillies and how some of them could not make it back
from the brink the extraordinary story of how english rock went
mad and found itself
Delphi Complete Works of Virginia Woolf (Illustrated) 2013-11-17
from i can t breathe to black lives matter how george floyd s
tragic death changed america the complete diary of the events
by david serero may 25 2020 is a date that no one will ever
forget that day we all saw the terrible death of george floyd on
social media sitting at the computer in his new york apartment
opera singer producer and author david serero witnessed this
horrific video which went viral and made headlines on every
news channel never had he ever seen a man agonizing and
begging for his life under the knee of a police officer in the
united states of america and thus in the 21st century he was
outraged and sad this behavior was unacceptable indeed criminal
and righteously prosecuted as such as a jew it immediately
reminded him of photos of nazis who proudly killed jews during
the holocaust although he didn t know the details of floyd s
arrest yet he knew it was not right following george floyd s tragic
death david serero witnessed a series of events that he wanted to
collect all within the same book in a diary to understand how the
events led to one another he hopes that future generations will
understand the escalation that led from an apparent crime to a
protest then to an american revolution to hopefully a change for
the better in a country still struggling with racism during the
unprecedented time of the quarantine and lockdown due to the
covid 19 pandemic and while strict rules of self distancing were
applied thousands of americans took to the streets to protest
police brutality and support the black lives matter movement
some protesters were peaceful others very violent creating chaos
which ultimately required the presence of the national guard and
a curfew for 8 minutes and 46 seconds george floyd struggled for
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his life and mentioned his sadly known i can t breathe mama
david serero s fact based only diary covered the events day by
day from the tragic death of george floyd to the protests also the
looting and burning of businesses the curfews demolishing
statues burning the american flag reporters being rioted police
officers being attacked in contrast others showed their support
by putting a knee down for george floyd and the black lives
matter movement while some protesters showed their support
for the police authorities others provoked and attacked them this
prompted authorities to even request to defund the police and
pass new bills in order to have officers liable for their actions
while innocent civilians were brutally shot during the deadly
weekend of independence day in several cities of america and
thus by other civilians after reading this dairy you will find the
100 questions he calls illogical illogical as the tragic death of
george floyd and other events illogical because we have the
solutions but no one wishes to use them illogical because these
questions shouldn t be asked since we modestly think that we
have learned the lessons of our history and therefore have
already solved this matter he called them the illogical 100 and
hoped it would open a healthy dialogue and reflection for
everyone to debate most peacefully
Bad Blood 2009 for more than 40 years pink floyd has produced
some of the most creative and innovative music in rock history
known as much for their innovative experiments with sound as
for their internal conflicts pink floyd produced legendary albums
among them dark side of the moon the wall and wish you were
here that dramatically influenced future generations of artists
this expansive history investigates the often stormy personal
relationships between the band members in particular between
roger waters the genius behind pink floyd s greatest work and
brilliant lead guitarist david gilmour as well as the stories behind
their greatest tracks and the group s trademark stage shows the
accompanying dvds provide a superb visual record of the group
in action and include interviews with band members and those
closest to the band as well as critical analysis by a team of
respected journalists and musicians
The Incendiary 1897 have a cigar is the candid and outspoken
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memoir of bryan morrison the music business mogul behind the
pretty things pink floyd t rex the jam and george michael
Guitar 2016-10-24 when they meet at a summer camp two ten
year old boys from opposite worlds become friends and begin an
exciting series of exploits that will test their mettle and
friendship court ordered forced busing for the sole purpose of
integrating the school system leads to tumultuous chaotic times
in a city suddenly torn apart by fear and prejudice the two boys
learn the meaning of courage when each must face the shadows
of time that follow them from ghetto streets riddled with crime
and hostility to unexpected dangers in the local mountains when
confronted with their most jeopardous adventure dc and henry
meet their destiny the time is the late 70 s the lives of our two
young heroes become forever intertwined through circumstances
no one could predict bravery is part of life whether in the forests
of kentucky or in the jungles of los angeles step into this
fascinating stirring epic of two boys swept up by turbulence and
chaos this is their story in the shadows of time
All the Madmen 2012-02-16 decorated u s military veteran
turned country music star keni thomas gives a personal account
of his heart wrenching experiences in the chaotic 1993 battle of
mogadishu to express a unique set of leadership lessons and
inspired view of life s greater purpose
From “I CAN’T BREATHE" to ‘BLACK LIVES MATTER’, How
George Floyd’s Tragic Death Changed America - The Complete
Diary of the Events by David Serero. This book also contains The
"Illogical 100" questions about racism in America 2020-08-10 go
into the heart of pink floyd with this song by song analysis and
learn the explosive story of one of the world s most popular rock
bands
Decisions and Orders of the National Labor Relations
Board 1984 the proudest of all riverboats a symbol of southern
beauty and grace now in the midst of a tempestuous race to the
delta her crew of lovers and heroes play out their own raging
drama of love and destiny kate duvall the captain s daughter a
stunning louisiana lady ripe for love daniel pierce the dashing
yankee pilot berkeley duvall the brooding creole captain on the
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verge of surrender to passions long pent up lucy king the dark
haired beauty shackled to an unforgiving past driven by desire
they sail the magnificent louisiana lady on a golden race to the
sun
Pink Floyd 2008
Have a Cigar! 2020-03
Shadows of Time 2005-02-07
Get It On 2013-10-29
Another Brick in the Wall 1996
Wildfowl Carving Magazine 2001
Louisiana Lady 2016-02-25
Storm Data 1999
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